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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum general linear super groups were first studied by Manin. In
w x15 , Manin introduced multiparameter deformations of the function ring
 .M m N n on the semi super group of super matrices. A quantum general
linear super group is defined to consist of ``symmetries'' of a quantum
 .space. Thus, Manin defined the quantum super semi-group M m N n as aq
super bialgebra that coacts universally on the quadratic algebra AmN n andq
 .  .its graded dual, which represent a quantum super space. M m N nq
 .  .depends on d d y 1 r2 parameters d s n q n . By requiring that Mq
 .  < .m N n should have the same Poincare series as M m n does, ManinÂ
reduced the number of parameter to one continuous parameter q and
w xdiscrete parameters « s "1, 1 F i, j F d. Later, Demidov 3 checkedi j
 . .that « should satisfy the condition « y « « y « s 0, i - j - k.i j i k i j jk ik
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 .The quantum super group GL m N n is defined to be the Hopf envelopeq
 .of M m N n . Sudbery had slightly changed Manin's construction andq
 .found a deformation depending on n n y 1 r2 q 1 continuous parame-
w xters 16 . Sudbery's construction is also more compatible with the construc-
w x  .tion of Faddeev et al. 5 . Multiparameter deformations for GL 1 N 1 were
w xalso studied by several authors 1, 2 .
 .  .The super determinant of a super matrix gives a criteria for the
 .invertibility of the super matrix. For a quantum super matrix it is not
always possible to define the quantum super determinant. The standard
 .  .way of obtaining a quantum super group from a given quantum super
semi-group is to construct the Hopf envelope. Then one may use the
 .quantum Koszul complex to define the quantum super determinant. The
w xclassical Koszul complex was introduced by Manin in 15 . Lyubashenko
w x w x  .13 and Gurevich 6 studied Koszul complexes associated to even Hecke
w xsymmetries. In 14 , Lyubashenko and Sudbery studied Koszul complexes
 .associated to non-even closed Hecke symmetries. They gave an explicit
formula of the quantum super determinant for the multiparameter defor-
mation case. A formula for the quantum super determinant in this case
was also given by Kobayashi and Uematsu without explicit explanations
w x11 .
It is still an open question if the Koszul complex always yields the
quantum super determinant, i.e., if the complex has the cohomology group
of dimension 1, and if the quantum super determinant gives a criterion for
the invertibility of the quantum super matrix.
In the classical case, the invertibility of a super matrix in a standard
A B .format Z s is shown to be equivalent to the invertibility of theC D
matrices A and D y CAy1B. The super determinant}Berezinian}is
 y1 .defined to be Ber Z s det A ? det D y CA B . The aim of this paper is
to show the q-analog of this fact, first for the multiparameter deformations
and then for the deformations associated to Hecke sums of an odd and an
even Hecke operator.
In Sections 2 and 3 we recall the general construction of quantum
 .general linear super semi groups and the associated Koszul complex that
induces the quantum super determinant. In Section 4 we show that the
quantum super determinant defined in Section 3 has the same form as in
the classical case and the quantum super matrix is invertible if this super
determinant is invertible. We also prove the quantum analogs of the
well-known formulas for the super determinant. Section 5 is devoted to the
study of deformations associated to Hecke sums of odd and even Hecke
symmetries.
Throughout the paper, the parameter q will be assumed to be invertible
and non-root of unity other than 1.
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 < .2. MULTIPARAMETER DEFORMATIONS OF M m n
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector super space over K, a field of
characteristic 0. Fix a homogeneous basis x , x , . . . , x of V, d s dim V,1 2 d K
Ã  .  4and let i denote the parity Z -gradation of x . Let p , 1 F i - j F d2 i i j
 4 =  4and q , 1 F i - j F d be two sets of elements from K s K R 0 . Fori j
convenience, we shall also set p [ py1, q [ qy1, p s q s 1. Let Rji i j ji i j i i i i
be an operator on V m V, whose matrix, with respect to the basis x m x ,i j
has the form:
R x m x s x m x Rk l , .i j k l i j
q y p q p q q 1 . 1 .i j i j i jÃÃi jk l k l lkR s d q y1 d . .i j i j i j1 q p q 1 q p qi j i j i j i j
Here we use the convention of summing up by indices which appear in
both upper and lower positions.
We shall assume that p q satisfy the following conditions:i j i j
p q s q« i j , « s "1, i / j,i j i j i j
2 .
« y « « y « s 0 for i - j - k . .  .i k i j jk ik
One can easily verify that R: V m V ª V m V preserves parity, hence is a
 .morphism in the category of super vector spaces. 1 implies that R
 . .  .satisfies the Hecke equation R q 1 R y q s 0. The conditions in 2
ensure that R satisfies the Yang]Baxter equation
R m id id m R R m id s id m R R m id id m R . 3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .V V V V V V
To R there are associated the following quadratic algebras. The
quadratic algebras S and L are factor algebras of the tensor algebra on V
by the following relations:
ÃÃi ji j y1for S : x x R s qx x m x x s y1 q x x , .i j k l k l i j i j j i
4 .ÃÃi ji jfor L : x x R s yx x m x x s y y1 p x x . .i j k l k l i j i j j i
 iLet E be a vector super space, generated over K by a basis z , i, j s1 j
i i Ã Ã41, 2, . . . , d with parities z of z equal to i q j. The quadratic algebra E isÃj j
defined to be the factor algebra of the tensor algebra on E by the ideal1
generated by the following relations:
Ã Ã Ã .  .s iqp l qqkk l p s k l qnÃ Ã Ãy1 R z z s y1 z z R . 5 .  .  .p s i j q n i j
,
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E is a super bialgebra with the coproduct and the counit defined as
follows:
D z j s z j m z k , « z j s d j. 6 . .  .i k i i i
k
In fact, it can be shown that E coacts universally on the super algebras S
and L and the super bialgebra structure comes from the universality see,
w x w x .e.g., 15 ; see also 7 for a more general setting . For convenience, we shall
 .refer to a matrix that satisfies the condition in 5 as a quantum super
matrix, and, in the case all parameters are even, a quantum matrix. A
 .matrix of elements in E is called multiplicative if it satisfies 6 , in
particular, a one-dimensional multiplicative matrix is a group-like element.
Assume that there are m even parameters and n odd parameters among
x , x , . . . , x , m q n s d. Then E is called the ``algebra of functions'' on1 2 d
 .M m N n }the multiparameter deformations of the super semi-groupq
 .M m N n .
w xThe algebras S, L, and E were introduced in 15 . S and L can be
interpreted as the symmetric and exterior tensor algebras on the quantum
super space while E can be interpreted as the function algebra on the
quantum matrix super semi-group.
 .The matrix R in 1 is, so far, the most general R-matrix that induces a
 .multiparameter deformation of GL m N n . It combines the deformation
w x w xfound by Manin 15 and the deformation found by Sudbery 16 . The
algebra E has a PBW-basis. In fact, one can show the following.
 .Assume that R is given as in 1 . Then the following are equivalent:
 .1 R satisfies the Yang]Baxter equation.
 .  .2 p , q satisfy 2 .i j i j
 .3 E has the correct Poincare series and hence has a PBW-basis.Â
 .  .  w x.1 m 2 can be checked directly cf. 16 .
 .  . w x1 « 3 can be proved using the method of 17 ; a more general
w xresult is obtained in 8 . The existence of a PBW-basis can be shown using
w xan algorithm of 15 .
 .  . w x3 « 2 can be proved as in 15 . The case p s q has beeni j i j
w xchecked by Demidov 3 .
Since R satisfies the Yang]Baxter equation, it induces a coquasitriangu-
lar structure on E and hence a braiding in the category of E-comodules.
Moreover, R is closed; i.e., there exists a matrix Sk l such that R jn Sm k si j im nl
S jn Rm k s d kd j. Hence one can extend the preceding category adding theim nl i l
dual of V. Recall that the dual super vector space to V is a vector space
1 2 a Ãi ÃV * generated by vectors j , j , . . . , j with parities j s i. The braiding
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on V m V * is given by means of S. For more details, the reader is referred
w xto 12, 14, 6 .
 < .3. QUANTUM SUPER GROUP GL m n ANDq
QUANTUM BEREZINIAN
 .Given a quantum semi super group, we can use Manin's construction
 .to obtain the corresponding quantum super group. Manin's idea is to
invert the multiplicative matrix of generators, in other words, to add to the
set of generators the entries of the formal inverse matrix. Since we are
 .working with non-commutative super algebras, the operation of taking
 .the inverse i.e., the antipode is not involutive. So that, in general,
Manin's construction leads to an infinitely generated algebra. Owing to the
 .special property of the matrix R Yang]Baxter equation and closeness ,
the quantum super group is still finitely generated in our case.
3.1. The In¨erse of a Quantum Super Matrix
Let now Z be a quantum super matrix in the sense of Section 2.
Formally, we denote its inverse by T. Thus, we have relations like t j z k sk i
j k j t  .z t s d , which imply that T but not T! , up to some signs, is a quantumk i i
super matrix.
 < .The function ring H on the quantum matrix super group GL m n isq
w x  j 4defined to be the Hopf envelope of E 15 . Let t , i s 1, 2, . . . , d be a seti
j Ã ÃÃof homogeneous parameters of parities t s i q j. H is defined as a factori
algebra of the free super algebra, generated by z j, t j, i, j s 1, 2, . . . , d, byi i
 .the ideal, generated by 5 and the following relations:
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .i kq1 k jq1j k j k jy1 z t s y1 t z s d 7 .  .  . k i k i i
k k
Ã Ãk jq1. j w x.  .cf. 14 . Thus, we see that y1 t is the inverse of Z. As in thek
 w x. w xnon-super case cf. 5, 9 , the antipode on H can be given as follows 7 .
Let G be a d = d matrix, G j s S jl. Theni i l
Ã Ã .i jq1j jS z s y1 t , 8 .  . .i i
 .kqi j lj j k y1S t s y1 G z G . 9 .  . .i k l i
The matrix G plays an important role in the theory and is called the
quantum parity operator by Gurevich. We suppose the name reflection
operator is more appropriate, since G is the matrix for the canonical
,
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isomorphism V ª V **. Direct computation shows that
 4G s Diag G , G , . . . , G ,1 2 mqn
w xTr G s y n y m , . q
Ãk k ykq y .  .where G s y y1 q , k k denotes the cardinality of evenk q y
 .elements odd elements among x , x , . . . , x .1 2 k
 j. t j k j  .The matrix t is a multiplicative matrix: D t s  t m t . From 7i i k i k
 .and 5 we get
 .Ã Ã Ã . m nqpk iqj Ã Ã Ãp j i l p m niy1 R z t s y1 t z R , 10 .  .  .ql j k n q m k
Ã Ã Ã .  .s iqp l qqkk l s p l k qnÃ Ã Ãy1 R t t s y1 t t R . 11 .  .  .p s j i n q i j
Notice that the construction of this section applies well for any closed
Yang]Baxter operator. In Section 4 we shall study deformations associ-
ated to the Hecke sum of an odd and an even Hecke operator.
3.2. The Quantum Determinant
In the non-super case, the quantum determinant is used to construct a
Hopf algebra from the matrix bialgebra. It is a group-like element in the
bialgebra E, which has a special property, so that we can localize E with
respect to this element to get a Hopf algebra. If it commutes with all
elements, we can set it equal to 1 to get a deformation of the special linear
group. The quantum determinant can be defined for any even Hecke
w xoperators 6 .
Since, later, we will want to express the quantum super determinant as a
product of quantum determinants of certain quantum matrices, we shall
need to know for what kind of matrix of non-commuting entries it is
possible to define a quantum determinant.
Let us recall the quantum determinant for the multiparameter deforma-
Ã .tion of GL d . Thus, assume that i s 0 for all i; in other words, n s 0,
 .m s d. Then L the dth homogeneous component of L is one-dimen-d
sional and can be generated by x x ??? x . Since L is an E-comodule,1 2 d d
the coaction d : L ª L m E defines a group-like element in E: d x xd d 1 2
.??? x s x x ??? x m det Z. Let us denote for any element s of thed 1 2 d q
 .symmetric group S , s p [  p . Then we have det Z sd i- j, is ) js is , js q
 . 1s 2 s ds s yp z z ??? z . More generally, since any element x x ???s g S 1 2 d 1t 2td
x , t g S , generates Ld as well, we havedt d
s yp .
1s 2 s dsdet Z s z z ??? z 12 .q 1t 2t dtt yp .sgS d
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w y1 x w xfor all t from S . Let H [ E det Z . Then H is a Hopf algebra 6, 5 .d q
j  j.Let S be the antipode and t [ S z . Then, by definition of the antipode,i i
z j t k s t j z k s d j. 13 . k i k i i
k k
 .  . j lEquations 13 and 5 imply the commuting rule between z and t :i k
R p jz i t l s t pz mRni ,ql j k n q m k
Rlk t i t j s t mt nR ji .s p k l p s nm
k  . kLet L be the dual quadratic algebra to L see the next section . Then L
is also an H-comodule. Lk is of dimension 1, and hence defines ad
 j.group-like element in H, which is the quantum determinant of T s t .i
Notice that Lk is dual to L as H-comodules. Thusd d
y1y1det Z s det Z . 14 . .q q
ÃIf all parameters are odd, i.e., i s 1 for all i, then S will be one-dimen-d
sional and generated by any of the elements x x ??? x . Denote by1t 2t dt
 .det Z the quantum determinant: d x x ??? x s x x ??? x mq 1t 2t dt 1t 2t dt
det Z. Thus, we haveq
s qy1 .
1s 2 s dsdet Z s z z ??? z . 15 .q 1t 2t dty1t q .sgS d
w y1 xAnd, hence, for H [ E det Z we have the analogous assertions.q
Assume again that all elements x are even. Let K be an algebra and leti
 j.d  j.a be a matrix of elements from K. a is called a quantum matrixi i, js1 i
if there exists an algebra homomorphism, denoted by A, A: E ª K,
j j  .z ¬ a ; in other words, A is a K-point of M d . Under A, the quantumi i q
determinant det z is transposed into a certain element in K, denoted byq
det A. From the preceding discussion we immediately have the followingq
lemma, which will be of use in the next sections.
 j.dLEMMA 3.1. Let K be an algebra and let a be a quantum matrix ini i, js1
K. Then there exist elements det A and b j in K, such thatq i
a j bk s b j ak s det A. k i k i q
k k
,
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If , moreo¨er, det A is in¨ertible, then there are elements in c j in K such thatq i
a j ck s c j ak s d j, k i k i i
k k
and c j obey the relation:i
c i c jRlk s R ji cmcn .k l s p nm p s
 .y1Hence, det C can be defined and det C s det A ; in other words,q q q
 y1 .  .y1det A s det A .q q
3.3. Koszul Complex and Berezinian
Generally, finding a group-like element of a bialgebra is equivalent to
finding a one-dimensional comodule. Unlike in the non-super case, in the
super case, the algebras S and L are both infinite-dimensional. Hence, we
cannot derive from them group-like elements as in the previous section.
w xThe quantum Berezinian was introduced by Manin 15 as the homology of
a certain complex defined on S and L. It is not contained in E but rather
in H. The explicit formula for the quantum determinant was given by
w xLyubashenko and Sudbery 14 .
By definition, V is an H-comodule with the coaction d : V ª V m
 . jH, d x s x m z . The dual space V * is also an H-comodule, with thei j i
 i. j icoaction d j s j m t . The algebras L and S have been defined byj
 :  :L s T V r Im R q 1 , S s T V r Im R y q . .  .  .  .
 i jLet us consider the following pairing on V * m V * and V m V: j m j N
: i jx m x [ d d . It makes V * m V * a dual object to V m V in the cate-k l l k
gory of super vector spaces. Let R* be the dual operator to R with respect
 i j. k l jito this pairing. We have R* j m j s j m j R . Thus, we can definelk
quadratic algebras on V *: S k, and Lk by
k  : k  :L [ T V * r Im R* q 1 , S [ T V * r Im R* y q . .  .  .  .
ÃÃk k k l k l y1 l k k l .The relations on L and S are j j s y y1 q j j and j j sk lÃÃk l l k .y1 p j j , respectively.k l
Set K k , l [ L m S k . Let D: K k , l ª K kq1, lq1 be the morphismk l
D s idmk m db m idm l : V mk m V *m l ª V mkq1 m V *mlq1 ,V V *
 . i 2where db is the morphism K ª V m V *, db 1 s  x m j . Then D sK i i
0. Hence, for every k, D induces a differential in the complex
D D D? 0, k 1, kq1K s ??? ª K ª K ª ??? .k
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Therefore, K ? is a complex in the category of H-comodules; its cohomol-k
ogy group is an H-comodule. Assume that there are among x , x , . . . , x ,1 2 d
m even elements and n odd elements, m q n s d. Reordering the x 's, wei
Ã Ãcan assume that i s 0 for i F m and i s 1 for i ) m.
w x  ? .THEOREM 3.2 15 . The complex K , D is exact e¨erywhere except at thek
term K m , n , and the cohomology group of K ? is one-dimensional, gener-nym nym
ated by the element
x x ??? x j mq 1j mq 2 ??? j mq n modulo Im D. 16 .1 2 m
The group-like element in H induced from this cohomology group is
called the quantum super determinant or quantum Berezinian.
w xTHEOREM 3.3 14 . The quantum Berezinian can be gi¨ en by the following
formula, which is ¨alid for any t g S and u g S ,m n
s yp .
1s 2 s msBer Z s z z ??? zq 1t 2t mtt yp .sgS m
u yp, m .
mq 1u mq2u mqnu= t t ??? t , 17 . mq 1n mq2n mqnnn yp, m .ngS n
 .where n p, m [  p .i j, in : in mqin , mqjn
The complex in our form here was given by Lyubashenko and Gurevich
w x w x 13, 6 . It differs slightly from the one introduced by Manin 15 since the
.pairings were defined differently .
4. STRUCTURE OF QUANTUM SUPER MATRIX
In Section 2 we have defined the structure of the function ring H on the
 .quantum group GL m N n as well as the quantum Berezinian. However,q
 2 .the Hopf algebra H is still generated by too many generators 2 d . The
aim of this section is to reduce the number of generators to minimal
 2 .d q 2 as well as provide quantum analogs of the well-known formulas
for the classical Berezinian.
We will assume that x , x , . . . , x are even parameters and1 2 m
 j.mq nx , . . . , x are odd parameters. The matrices Z s z and T smq 1 mqn i i, js1
 i.mq nt decompose into four matrices:j i, js1
A B X YZ s , T s . /  /C D U V
,
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The antipode is then
A B X yYS s . /  /C D U V
Thus, we have
A B X yY 1 0s , /  /  /C D U V 0 1
18 .
X yY A B 1 0s . /  /  /U V C D 0 1
 .According to 17 ,
Ber Z s det A ? det V .q q q
 .  .According to 1 and 10 , we have the following commuting rule
between z j and t l , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , m, k, l s m q 1, m q 2, . . . , m q n:i k
p pil jkj l l jz t s t zi k k i1 q p q 1 q p qil i l jk jk
from which it follows immediately that det A and det V commute. Inq q
 .fact, every term of det A in 12 commutes with every term of det V inq q
 .15 . Since Ber Z is a group-like element, it is invertible in H. Therefore,q
det A and det V are invertible. According to Lemma 3.1, we can defineq q
matrices Ay1 and Vy1, such that Ay1A s AAy1 s 1, Vy1V s VVy1 s 1.
 .  y1 4Multiplying both sides of the first equation in 18 by Diag A , 1 from
 y14the left and by Diag 1, V from the right, we obtain
X q Ay1BU yYVy1 q Ay1B Ay1 0s . 19 .y1 y1 /  /CX q DU yCYV q D 0 V
Hence, H [ D y CAy1B s Vy1. Therefore, the quantum Berezinian is
y1y1Ber Z s det A ? det D y CA B . 20 .  .q q q
 .According to 11 , V is a quantum matrix. Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain the
 . jrelation 5 for the elements h of H:i
R p shkhl s h phs R qn ,ok l i j q n oi j
where R denotes the sub-matrix of R of elements whose parities of botho
indices are odd. Thus, H is a quantum matrix. Let det H be its quantumq
 .  . y1 y1 y1determinant. From 18 and 19 we obtain Y s A BH , U s yH
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CAy1, whence X s Ay1 q Ay1BHy1 CAy1. Thus,
Ay1 q Ay1BHy1 CAy1 Ay1BHy1X Y s . 21 .y1 y1 y1 /  /U V yH CA H
Let us consider another Koszul complex L??[ S m Lk, the cohomology
of which is also one-dimensional and hence induces a group-like element
det D ? det X s det X ? det D.q q q q
LEMMA 4.1. The following equations hold:
S det A s det X , .q q
S det V s det D. .q q
 .Proof. Since S A s X, let w s w be the permutation that reversesm
the order of 1, 2, . . . , m. We then have
ws yp .
s yp , ; s g S . . i j ms yp . 1Fi-jFm
 .Therefore, by 12 , we have
s yp .
1s 2 s msS det A s S z z ??? z . q 1t 2t mt /t yp .sgS m
s yp .
ms 2 s 1ss t ??? t t mt 2t 1tt yp .sgS m
ws yp .
1ws 2 ws mwss t t ??? z 1wt 2 wt mwtwt yp .sgS m
s det X .q
 .  . y1According to 9 , S V s GDG , where G is a diagonal matrix. There-
 y1.  .  y1.fore, det GDG s det D. Hence, S det V s det GDG sq q q q
det D.q
 .y1  y1 .y1PROPOSITION 4.2. Ber Z s det D ? det A y BD C .q q q
 .  .y1Proof. Since Ber Z is a group-like element, S Ber Z s Ber Z .q q q
y1 y1 .On the other hand, we have X s A y BD C .
,
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The formula in Proposition 4.2 gives us another formula for the quan-
tum Berezinian:
Ber Z s det Dy1det A y BDy1 C . .q q
We summarize the results obtained in a theorem.
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let Z be a quantum super matrix defined as in 5 .
Assume that Z is written in the standard format:
A BZ s . /C D
Then A and D are quantum matrices. If Z is in¨ertible, then A and D are
in¨ertible, too. Moreo¨er, the matrices A y BDy1 C and D y CAy1B are
in¨ertible, too, and the quantum Berezinian of Z can be gi¨ en by
y1y1 y1 y1Ber Z s det A ? det D y CA B s det D det A y BD C . .  .q q q q q
It is now natural to ask if the converse assertion to Theorem 4.3 holds.
We will show that the answer is positive.
 .If « satisfy the condition in 2 , then we can reorder x in such a wayi j i
that « s 1 for i - j. However, in this case we may not have the standardi j
form for Z. We shall prove here the converse assertion to Theorem 4.3,
provided that « s 1 for i - j and Z is in the standard format. The proofi j
for the general case can be done in the same way. However, in the general
case, the relations become more complicated.
If we rearrange the indices of R s Rk l in a form that is compatible withi j
the decomposition of Z into four matrices, we shall have the following
form of R:
R 0 0 0e
0 0 Q 0
R s , 22 .
0 P q y 1 I 0 .
0 0 0 Ro
 .m  .mq n k l k l lk k lwhere R s R , R s R , Q s q d , P s p d , i, k Fe i, js1 o i, jsmq1 ji i j i j i j i j i j
m - j, l, whence PQ s qI.
For convenience, we shall denote T s T m I, T s I m T where T is a1 2
 .not necessarily square matrix, usually of the form m = n, m = n, n = m,
or n = n; I is the identity matrix of the form m = m or n = n. The choice
of I will be taken appropriately in each context. More generally, we shall
also consider the matrix T s I m I m T , and so on.3
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 .The relations in 5 can be rewritten in the following form:
R A A s A A R , R B B s B B R ,e 1 2 1 2 e e 1 2 1 2 o
C C R s R C C , R D D s D D R ,1 2 e o 1 2 o 1 2 1 2 o
R A B s B A P , A C R s qPy1C A ,e 1 2 1 2 1 2 e 1 2
R C D s yD C P , yB D R s qPy1D B ,o 1 2 1 2 1 2 o 1 2
qA D Py1 y qPy1D A s q y 1 B C , .1 2 1 2 1 2
B C P s yqPy1C B .1 2 1 2
23 .
LEMMA 4.4. Assume that A is in¨ertible. Let H s D y CAy1B. Then H
is a quantum matrix: R H H s H H R .o 1 2 1 2 o
Proof. First, we have
CAy1B CAy1B s yqC Ay1Py1 C B Py1Ay1B .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
s yC C R Ay1Ay1Ry1B B1 2 e 2 1 e 1 2
s C C Ay1Ay1B B .1 2 2 1 1 2
Therefore,
R C Ay1B C Ay1B s R C C Ay1Ay1B Bo 1 1 1 2 2 2 o 1 2 2 1 1 2
s C C Ay1Ay1B B R1 2 2 1 1 2 o
s C Ay1B C Ay1B R .1 1 1 2 2 2 o
On the other hand, we have
D C Ay1B s yR C D Py1Ay1B1 2 2 2 o 1 2 2 2
s yR C Ay1Py1D q q y 1 qy1Ay1B C Ay1 B . .o 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
s qy1R C Ay1B D R y 1 y qy1 R C Ay1B C Ay1B . .o 1 1 1 2 o o 1 1 1 2 2 2
The second term, as shown before, commutes with R . Thus, we haveo
R D C Ay1B q C Ay1B D .o 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
s qy1R2 C Ay1B D R q R C Ay1B Do 1 1 1 2 o o 1 1 1 2
y 1 y qy1 R2 C Ay1B C Ay1B . o 1 1 1 2 2 2
,
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s C Ay1B D R q R C Ay1B D 1 q 1 y qy1 R . .1 1 1 2 o o 1 1 1 2 o
y 1 y qy1 R2 C Ay1B C Ay1B . o 1 1 1 2 2 2
s D C Ay1B q C Ay1B D R . .1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 o
Since D also satisfies R D D s D D R , the lemma is proved.o 1 2 1 2 o
COROLLARY 4.5. If A is in¨ertible then we can define the quantum
Berezinian for Z:
Ber Z s det Ay1 det D y CAy1B . .q q
The analogous assertion to Corollary 4.5 holds if we assume D to be
invertible. If we assume that both A and D are invertible we will have an
y1  y1 .element det D det D y CA B which is expected to be the inverse ofq q
 .Ber Z cf. Proposition 4.2 . Since we don't have the Hopf algebra structure
yet, the method of the previous section cannot be applied. A direct
verification seems to be very complicated. We prove instead that if A and
D are invertible then Z is invertible.
According to Corollary 4.5, it is sufficient to show that D y CAy1B is
invertible if A and D are, or, equivalently, to show that CAy1BDy1 is
nilpotent. This fact follows from the following lemma and corollary.
LEMMA 4.6. The matrix K s CAy1BDy1 satisfies the following relation:
K R T K R T ??? R T K s 0, .  .  .1 o 2 o o m nq11 2 m n
lk k lwhere T is the usual permuting operator on V m V : T s d , i, j F0 1 i j i j
m - k, l.
 .Proof. According to 23 ,
Dy1R TC s yC PTDy1 , qAy1Py1Ty1 C s C R Ty1Ay1 ,1 o 2 2 1 2 2 e 1
yB C PT s qPy1Ty1 C B .1 2 2 1
Therefore,
C Ay1B Dy1R TC s yC Ay1B C PTDy11 1 1 1 o 2 1 1 1 2 1
s qC Ay1Py1Ty1 C B Dy11 1 2 1 1
s C C Ry1Ay1B Dy1 .1 2 e 1 1 1
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Analogously, we can show that
K R T K R T ??? R T K .  .  .1 o 2 o o k1 2 ky1
can be led to the form that contains C C ??? C . Since C C ??? C s1 2 k 1 2 m nq1
0, the assertion is proved.
COROLLARY 4.7. K K ??? K s 0.1 2 m nq1
 .  .  .Proof. We prove that if K RT K R T ??? R T K s 0, then1 1 o 2 o ly1 l
K K ??? K s 0. We shall prove this for l s 2, the general case being1 2 l
 .similarly proved. Thus, assume K R T K s 0, i.e.,1 o 1 2
K i K qR m j s 0, ; m q 1 F i , j, k , l F m q n. m l oqk
mq1Fm , qFmqn
Since the matrix R is closed, i.e., there exists a matrix S , such thato o
R imS n j s S im R n j s d id j , from the preceding equation we deriveok n oml ok n oml l k
K iK k s 0, ; m q 1 F i , j, k , l F m q n.j l
Corollary 4.7 shows that K is a nilpotent matrix. Hence, I y K s I y
CAy1BDy1 is invertible. Analogously, we have I y Dy1 CAy1B is invert-
ible. Therefore, D y CAy1B is invertible. Thus, we have proved
 .THEOREM 4.8. Let R be the matrix in 1 with « s 1, ; i - j. Then thei j
function algebra on the associated quantum general linear super group
 < .GL m n can be characterized as:R
1. the algebra generated by entries of A, B, C, D and det Ay1, detq q
 y1 .y1  .D y CA B , factorized by the relations in 23 .
2. the algebra generated by entries of A, B, C, D and det Ay1,q
y1  .det D , factorized by the relations in 23 .q
A Remark on the General Case. In the general case, the matrix R has
the following form:
R 0 0 0e
0 R Q 01R s ,
0 P R 02
0 0 0 Ro
 .2  .where the matrices R and R satisfy certain conditions: R Q s q y 11 2 1
 .  .R Q, R Q q QR s q y 1 Q. The relations in 23 become more compli-1 1 2
,
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cated. To prove Lemma 4.4, one should first establish the relations
 .between H and A, B, C, D, which can be predicted from 10 . More work
is needed for Lemma 4.6.
5. GENERALIZATION
In this section we generalize the results obtained in the previous
sections for the Hecke sum of an even and an odd Hecke operator. The
 .decomposition of R in 23 is a special case of the Hecke sum, first
w x w xintroduced by Gurevich 6 and studied by Lyubashenko and Sudbery 14 .
By definition, an even Hecke operator or an even Hecke symmetry on a
non-super vector space V is an operator on V m V, satisfying the
 .Yang]Baxter and Hecke equations, being closed see Section 2 and such
that the associated antisymmetric tensor algebra L is finite dimensional.
The degree of the highest non-vanishing homogeneous component of L is
called the rank of R. It was shown by Gurevich that for such an operator
 .the associated bialgebra, defined by relations in 5 , possesses a group-like
element that plays the role of the quantum determinant. The matrix
w xquantum group associated to an even Hecke operator was studied in 6, 9 .
An operator R on V m V is an odd Hecke operator if yqRy1 is an even
Hecke operator. The rank of R is defined to be the rank of yqRy1.
Let R and R be an even and an odd Hecke operator on V and V ,e o 0 1
respectively. Let P be an invertible, closed operator P: V m V ª V m V1 0 0 1
such that
P P R s R P P ,2 1 e2 e1 2 1
24 .
P P R s R P P .1 2 o1 o2 1 2
Let V be the super vector space, such that V s V , V s V , and let R be0 0 1 1
 .an operator on V m V defined from R , R , and P as in 22 , wheree o
Q s qPy1. Then R is a closed Hecke operator. Along the same line as in
Sections 2 and 3, we can define the super bialgebra E and its Hopf
envelope H associated to R, which are called the matrix quantum super
 .  .  .  .semi groups of type r, s , where r resp. s is the rank of R resp. R .e o
The following question are to be answered:
 .1 What is the Poincare series of E and when does E have a PBW-Â
basis?
 .  .2 Can one define the quantum super determinant?
 .  .3 Does 20 hold?
 .4 Is Theorem 4.8 still true?
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The Poincare series of E can be given in terms of the Poincare series ofÂ Â
w xthe bialgebras E defined on V by R and E defined on V by R 100 0 e 1 1 o
P t s P t ) P t . 25 .  .  .  .E E E0 1
LEMMA 5.1. The following equations hold.
B B ??? B s 0,1 2 r sq1
C C ??? C s 0.1 2 r sq1
Proof. We give the proof of the first equation; the proof for the second
one is similar. Consider the algebra generated by R , i s 1, . . . , rs q 1ei
 .resp. R , which is a factor of the Hecke algebra H . H is semi-o i r sq1 r sq1
 < 4 w xsimple; its central primitive idempotents are indexed by l l & rs q 1 4 .
 .Let R resp. R be the image of the central primitive idempotent in Hel ol n
 .corresponding to l in the algebra generated by R resp. R . Thus, weei o i
have 1 s  R and the analogous equation for R .l& r sq1 el ol
 .The relation in 23 for B implies
R B B ??? B s B B ??? B R .el 1 2 r sq1 1 2 r sq1 ol
Hence,
B B ??? B s R B B ??? B s B B ??? B R . 1 2 r sq1 el 1 2 r sq1 1 2 r sq1 ol
l&rsq1 l&rsq1
Since R is an even Hecke operator of rank r, R s 0 unless l s 0, ;e el i
w xi G r q 1; analogously, R s 0 unless l F s 9 . Whence for all l &ol 1
 .rs q 1 , either R s 0 or R s 0. The preceding equation then impliesel ol
that B B ??? B s 0.1 2 r sq1
 .The relations in 23 for the matrices A, B, C, D allow us to express any
element of E as a linear combination of elements of the form dcba, where
 .  .d resp. c, b, a is the monomial in the entries of D resp. C, B, A . Hence,
 < 4   < 4.if a i g I resp. d j g J form a basis of the subalgebra of E gener-i j
 .  .ated by entries of A resp. D , i.e., E resp. E , then d c b a span E,0 1 j k l i
 .  .where c resp. b is the ordered monomials in the entries of C D . Fromk l
 .25 and Lemma 5.1 it follows that d c b a form a basis for E. Thus, wej k l i
proved
PROPOSITION 5.2. If on E and E there exist PBW-bases then there exists0 1
such a basis on E.
w xLyubashenko and Sudbery 14 showed that the cohomology group of the
Koszul complex associated to R is isomorphic to the tensor product of the
cohomology groups of the Koszul complexes associated to R and R .e o
,
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Since R is an even Hecke operator, the cohomology group for R ise e
isomorphic to Lr , where L is the quantum antisymmetric tensor algebra0 0
defined on V , r is the rank of R . Analogously, the cohomology group for0 e
R is isomorphic to S k s, where s is the rank of R . Hence, the cohomol-o 1 o
ogy of the Koszul complex on V is isomorphic to Lr m S k s. This is a0 1
generalization of Theorem 3.2. Thus, we can define the quantum Berezinian
in the Hopf envelope H of E.
 .PROPOSITION 5.3. Let det A resp. det V be the quantum determinantq q
 .of A resp. V . Then they commute and the quantum Berezinian of Z is
gi¨ en by
Ber Z s det A ? det V .q q q
Proof. First, we give the formula for the quantum determinant det Aq
and det V. Let F s R and F s R in the notation of theq e e1, 1, . . . , 1. o o s.
proof of Lemma 5.1. Then one can show that F is the projection on Lre 0
k s  w x.and F is the projection on S cf. 6 . Let S be the matrix such thato 1 e
R jn S m k s S jn R m k s d kd j. Let F j [ S l j. We define the matrix S anal-e enl eim enl i l ei el i oi m
ogously and set G j [ S jl .oi oi l
 .   . <  44LEMMA 5.4. Let I r, d s I s i , i , . . . , i i g 1, 2, . . . , d be the1 2 r j
 .  . J j1 j2 jrset of indices. For I s i , . . . , i , J s j , . . . , j let F s F F ??? F .1 r 1 r eI ei ei ei1 2 r
Then the quantum determinant for A can be gi¨ en by
det A s q r  rq1.r2F I F J AK ,q eJ eK I
where the indices run in I.
Proof. Let us consider the bialgebra E generated by entries of A and0
its Hopf envelope H . We know that Lr defines the quantum determinant0 0
for A. The coaction d : Lr ª Lr m H induces the coalgebra homomor-0 0 0
r r .phism d : L * m L ª H , whose image is the subspace of H , gener-0 0 0 0
 r . rated by the quantum determinant. L * m L is one dimensional. Hence,0 0
it is sufficient to find a non-zero element of this space and consider its
image in H .0
Sd e
Since R is closed, we can define the map w : K ª V m V * ª V * m V;e 1
 . i jdb is defined in Section 3.3. We have w 1 s F j m x . More generally,1 K ej i
mr  mr .  mr . mr  .we define the map w : K ª V m V * ª V * m V , w 1 sr 0 0 0 0 r K
I J  U .  r . rF j m x . Therefore, we get the map F m F (w : K ª L * m L ,eJ I e e r 0 0
U .whence d F m F (w : K ª H. The image of 1 under d is theno e e r K
F I F J AK F L. Since F and A commute and since F is a projection, thiseJ eK L eI e e
element is equal to F I F J AK. To show that this element is the quantumeJ eK I
determinant we are looking for, it is enough to show that it is not
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 I J K . I J yr  rq1.r20. We have « F F A s F F s q , where « is the couniteJ eK I eJ eI
of H . The last equation is due to the fact that F i R jk s d k and F i s0 ej ei l l ei
yr .  .  w x.1 y q r q y 1 cf. 9 .
In the same way we get the formula for the quantum determinant for
the quantum matrix V:
JIs sq1.r2 Kdet V s q G F V ,q 0J o IK
j j . . . j j ? ? ? j j1 2 n n 2 1where F [ F . The order of indices of F is reversedok k ? ? ? k ok ? ? ? k k o1 2 n n 2 1
because of the definition of the pairing in Section 3.3. However, using the
 .relation in 11 and the fact that F commutes with all R , i s 1, 2, . . . , n,o o i
we deduce that det V s q s sq1.r2 G IF J V K.q o J oK I
LEMMA 5.5. det A and det V commute.q q
Proof. Let T be the matrix such that T j pP qk s d kd j. Then, accordingi q p l l l
 .to 10 , we have
Ai V l s T l qV pAmP ni .j k j p n q m k
Hence, there exist matrices T I J and P I J such thatK L K L
T JPP Q K s d Kd J and AK V P s T PRV S AV PUK .IQ PL I L I M IS U R V M
 .The equations in 24 imply
F I T PR s F RPy1IP , F I P M J s P M IF J ,eJ IS eI S J eJ K N JN K
Py1IP G N s G PT NI , F I P JM s P IMF J .S J oP oS JP oJ NK N J oK
Hence,
F I T PRG N s F RG PT NI , F J PUK F M s F K P M JF U .eJ IS oP eI oS JP eK V M oN eV K N oM
Therefore, we have
F I F J AK ? G MF N V P s F I F J T PRV S AV PUK G NF MeJ eK I oN oP M eJ eK IS U R V M oP oN
s F J F RG PT NIPUK F M V S AVeK eI oS JP V M oN U R
s F K F RG PT NIP M JF U V S AVeV eI oS JP K N oM U R
s F U G M V S ? F I F RAV .oM oS U eV eI R
The lemma is proved.
,
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We now prove the formula for the Berezinian. Let a I and b K, I, J gJ L
 .  . I JI r, m and K, L g I s, n be two sets of indices, such that a X b JI J
 ??.represents the unique cohomology class of H K . Thus,0
d a IX b J J s a IX b J J m Ber modulo Im D m H . 26 .  . .I J I J 0
I  J . r  k s.On the other hand, a X resp. b J represents L resp. S andI J 0 1
d a IX s a IX m det A q X m Z K , .I I q K
 .  . Kwhere K runs in the set I r, d R I r, m and Z are certain elements
of H. A similar equation holds for det V:q
d b J J s b J J m det V q JL m T , L g I s, d R I s, n . .  . .J J q L
Thus,
d a IX b J J s a IX b J J m det A det V q X j L m Z K T , .I J I J q q K L
 .  .  .  .  .where K, L runs in I r, d = I s, d R I r, m = I s, n . We notice
J  .  .  . L  .that the monomials X J , i, j g I r, m m I s, n , and X J , K, LI K
 .  .  .  . rg I r, d = I s, d R I r, m = I s, n form two subspaces of L m
k s  .S , which intersect each other at 0. According to 26 , one should have
X j L m Z K t ' 0 modulo Im D m H . .K L
Therefore, Ber Z s det A det V, and the proof of Proposition 5.3 isq q q
completed.
COROLLARY 5.6. If Z is in¨ertible then so are A and D.
Like the case of multiparameter deformations, we can easily derive from
the preceding discussion that D y CAy1B and A y BDy1 C are also
invertible quantum matrices and an analog of Lemma 4.1 follows from
Lemma 5.4. Hence,
y1y1Ber Z s det A det D y CA B .q q q
s det Dy1 det A y CDy1B . .q q
 .Thus, Theorem 4.3 holds for matrix quantum super groups of type r, s .
Its converse i.e., Theorem 4.8, also holds. In fact, everything can be done
along the same line as in Section 4. There is no difference for the proof of
Lemma 4.4, from which Corollary 4.5 follows. The same situation holds for
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the proofs of Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.7, from which Theorem 4.8
follows. Thus, we have
THEOREM 5.7. Let Z be a quantum super matrix in a standard format,
associated to the Hecke sum of an e¨en Hecke operator and an odd Hecke
operator. Then Z is in¨ertible iff its e¨en block matrices A and D are in¨ertible.
The quantum Berezinian for Z can be defined as in the classical case and is
multiplicati¨ e.
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